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Fishermans Bend Planning Review Panel
Request to be heard?: Yes
Precinct: Lorimer
Full Name:

David Landgren

Organisation:
Affected property:
Attachment:
Comments:

I wish to protest that many residents have purchased property in the apartment
towers of 92-100 Lorimer Street and 110 Lorimer Street on election promises of the
government that a tram bridge would not be built to cross the Yarra through Point
Park at the extension of Collins Street. This Election Promise appears to have been
broken in that all drawings shown in the Fisherman's Bend Vision documentation
show the proposed Tram bridge. I note none of the drawings in the vision depict
Point Park as a green shaded area of parkland that is currently in existence, which is
grossly miss-leading at best. None of the drawings that depict proposed bridges for
Bicycles and Trams depict a height of such a proposed bridge, so I would like
information regarding this important issue. The bridges proposed will render access
to the Yarra's Edge Marina impossible for the vast majority of motor boat owners
and all yacht owners, many of whom are additional rate payers to the city of
Melbourne who hold long term leases to moorings in the marina. I find this removal
of access to Port Phillip Bay, Victoria Harbour and the lower Yarra docklands
completely unacceptable when alternatives for Tram access and Bicycle access to
Fisherman's bend exist and have been supported by existing residents, rate payers
and Politicians in State and local government previously. However Places Victoria
persist with depicting these options as their preferred option. I submit these
proposed bridges blocking 24/7 access to the Yarra's Edge Marina should be
abandoned permanently for solutions that will not disrupt current rate payers and
residents. I would appreciate a response to my submission and request for
information of the height of the proposed bridges from high tide water level. Thanks
David Landgren

